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Summary

Objective—Normal cognitive function is defined by harmonious interaction among multiple 

neuropsychological domains. Epilepsy has a disruptive effect on cognition, but how diverse 

cognitive abilities differentially interact with one another compared to healthy controls (HC) is 

unclear. This study used graph theory to analyze the community structure of cognitive networks in 

adults with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) compared with HC.

Methods—Neuropsychological assessment was performed in 100 patients with TLE and 82 HC. 

For each group, an adjacency matrix was constructed representing pair-wise correlation 

coefficients between raw scores obtained in each possible test-combination. For each cognitive 

network, each node corresponded to a cognitive test; each link corresponded to the correlation 

coefficient between tests. Global network structure, community structure and node-wise graph 

theory properties were qualitatively assessed.

Results—The community structure in patients with TLE was composed of fewer, larger, more 

mixed modules, characterizing three main modules representing close relationships between: 1) 

aspects of executive function (EF), verbal and visual memory, 2) speed and fluency, and 3) speed, 

EF, perception, language, intelligence, and nonverbal memory. Conversely, controls exhibited a 

relative division between cognitive functions, segregating into more numerous, smaller modules 

consisting of: 1) verbal memory, 2) language, perception and intelligence, 3) speed and fluency, 

and 4) visual memory and EF. Overall node-wise clustering coefficient and efficiency were 

increased in TLE.
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Significance—Adults with TLE demonstrate a less clear and poorly structured segregation 

between multiple cognitive domains. This panorama suggests a higher degree of interdependency 

across multiple cognitive domains in TLE, possibly indicating compensatory mechanisms to 

overcome functional impairments.
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cognitive network; temporal lobe epilepsy; graph theory

1. Introduction

Cognitive impairment in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a well-recognized complication of 

the disorder [1] with memory impairment one of the more prominent cognitive deficits [2], 

however, cognitive morbidity in TLE may extend to other cognitive domains including 

executive function, language, processing speed, intelligence, motor dexterity, and other 

abilities [3–6]. The cause(s) of these potentially widespread cognitive effects were initially 

uncertain, but the changing view of the neurobiology of epilepsy offers some insight. TLE 

has classically been viewed as a pathological process localized to a discrete seizure focus, a 

view that has evolved to one that focal epilepsies, including TLE, involve disruption of 

large-scale networks characterized by pathological hyper-excitability and other forms of 

seizure-related neural plasticity [7–12]. The networks implicated in TLE nearly always 

involve the hippocampal formation and its functional circuits, including the anterior and 

lateral temporal lobe, insula, thalamus, cingulate gyrus, and prefrontal cortex, providing 

likely substrates for memory, language, and other cognitive impairments reported in TLE. 

This disruption of large-scale neural networks could reasonably be expected to alter the 

natural relationships between the cognitive abilities that these networks moderate and result 

in a broad alteration of the usual relationships between the neuropsychological measures 

themselves.

Cognitive abilities do not exist in isolation. It is the dynamic interaction among different 

neuropsychological domains that permit healthy cognitive function [13], and these 

interactions may vary as a function of external demands and internal goals [14, 15]. 

Nonetheless, an altered interplay between impaired memory due to hippocampal pathology 

and other cognitive functions may serve to disrupt the typical overall architecture of 

cognitive processes in TLE. While this is a reasonable inference, there has been little 

empirical research to support or refute the hypothesis of an altered cognitive network using 

conventional neuropsychological measures.

In this study, we employed an innovative approach to investigate the impact of TLE on the 

global landscape of cognition, defined by the interaction of multiple cognitive domains. 

Knowing that cognitive domains are inter-dependent [16], it is possible to consider the 

associations between neuropsychological functions as a cognitive network. Thus, the 

architecture of the cognitive network can be assessed using formal methods to determine 

network conformation, i.e., graph theory. Here we assessed the influence of each cognitive 

domain on the conformation of neuropsychological structure and the impact that TLE has on 

this framework. Applying graph theory analysis to neuropsychological tests, we investigated 
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the relationships that exist between diverse neuropsychological abilities as well as global 

network structures such as clustering coefficient, betweenness centrality and network 

efficiency in patients with TLE and healthy controls (HC), as well as in specific comparisons 

of HC to patients with unilateral left and right TLE.

We hypothesized that a graph theory approach could provide a novel method for 

investigating cognition and the organization of cognitive domains in TLE. As will be shown, 

by assessing the community structure of cognitive functions (i.e., cognitive modules) it was 

possible to observe a less clear segregation between multiple cognitive domains and more 

mixed modules in patients with TLE, suggesting a deficient supporting structure for 

neuropsychological function.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Neuropsychological assessments were performed on 100 patients with TLE and 82 HC, the 

groups comparable in gender and years of education with the clinical and demographic 

characteristics presented in Table 1. As would be anticipated, Full Scale IQ was lower in the 

TLE group (92.7) compared to controls (106.4, p<.001) as was Performance IQ (HC= 110, 

TLE= 96; p<.001) and Verbal IQ (HC= 103, TLE= 92; p<.001).

The participants were drawn from an outpatient cohort of patients with chronic epilepsy, 

diagnosed according to criteria defined by the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) 

[17, 18]. All subjects were receiving pharmacological anti-epileptic treatment at the time of 

their neuropsychological assessment. Initial selection criteria for the participants with 

epilepsy included: a) chronological age between 18–65 years; b) WAIS-III IQ> 69; c) 

complex partial seizures of definite or probable temporal lobe origin based on consensus 

conference review; d) no MRI abnormalities other than medial temporal atrophy on clinical 

interpretation; and e) no other neurological disorder. Board-certified neurologists with 

special expertise in epileptology reviewed each patient's medical records. This review, 

blinded to all quantitative imaging and cognitive data, included seizure semiology, previous 

EEGs, clinical neuroimaging reports, and all available medical records. Based on this 

review, each patient was classified as having complex partial seizures of definite, probable, 
or possible temporal lobe origin. Definite TLE was defined by continuous video-EEG 

monitoring of spontaneous seizures demonstrating unequivocal temporal lobe onset of 

typical recurring spontaneous seizures as reported by patient and family members; probable 
TLE was determined by review of clinical semiology with features reported to identify 

reliably complex partial seizures of temporal lobe origin versus onset in other regions (e.g., 

frontal) in conjunction with interictal EEGs, neuroimaging findings, and developmental and 

clinical history. Only those meeting criteria for definite and probable TLE proceeded to 

recruitment for study participation; patients with possible TLE were excluded. Of the 100 

patients with epilepsy, 58 underwent inpatient ictal EEG monitoring which revealed 21 with 

unilateral left temporal lobe onset and 26 with unilateral right temporal lobe onset and 12 

with bilateral temporal lobe onset (Table 1). The remaining patients were not ictally 

monitored. The left and right TLE groups were used in secondary analyses addressing TLE 

laterality differences in relation to HC. Initial selection criteria for HC included: a) 
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chronological age between 18 and 65; b) WAIS-III Full Scale IQ > 69; c) either a friend, 

relative, or spouse of the participant with epilepsy; d) no current substance abuse, or medical 

or psychiatric condition that could affect cognitive functioning; and e) no episodes of loss of 

consciousness greater than 5 minutes, identified developmental learning disorder, or 

repetition of a grade in school. This project was reviewed and approved by the University of 

Wisconsin Madison Institutional Review Board, and all participants were informed of the 

nature and purposes of this investigation, their questions were answered, and signed 

informed consent was obtained.

2.2. Neuropsychological Assessment

A comprehensive neuropsychological test battery from which 30 different cognitive 

measures were extracted was administered to all subjects. This battery assessed multiple 

domains including standard measures of intelligence (WAIS-III) [19], language (object 

naming [Boston Naming Test] [20], lexical fluency [ Controlled Oral Word Association 

Test] [21], several categories of semantic fluency (animals, living and nonliving objects), 

visuoperceptual/spatial skills (facial discrimination [Facial Recognition Test] [22], line 

orientation [Judgment of Line Orientation Test [22]), immediate and delayed verbal and 

visual memory [WMS-III [23], Verbal and Nonverbal Selective Reminding Tests [24, 25] 

executive function [novel problem solving (Wisconsin Card Sort Test) [26], simple and 

complex speeded psychomotor processing [Trail Making Test A &B] [27], response 

inhibition [Stroop Test] [28], speeded fine motor dexterity [Grooved Pegboard Test] [27], 

and word reading [WRAT III][29]. All test measures included in this investigation are listed 

in Table 2, a file with means and SDs for the test measures can be found in supplementary 

Table 1. All participants were assessed by trained research staff under the direction of 

clinical neuropsychologists. Administration of tests followed a fixed format.

2.3. Network Analysis

In order to describe the inter-relationship between different cognitive domains, a correlation 

matrix was computed between the performance of different neuropsychological tests, 

separately for both groups, i.e., patients with TLE and HC. We evaluated the correlation 

coefficient between each possible pair of tests, whereby all cognitive tests were adjusted so 

that higher scores reflected better performance. A weighted adjacency matrix was then 

constructed for both groups (patients with TLE and controls) where each link represented 

the correlation coefficient between the tests in the corresponding row and column. We also 

performed separate secondary analyses comparing left TLE to healthy controls and right 

TLE to healthy controls. The adjacency matrices demonstrated the cross-correlations 

between scores for the neuropsychological tests for controls and then for patients with TLE. 

The adjacency matrix is a matrix with 1’s on its diagonal with truncated negative links; 

therefore ranging from 0 to 1. Since negative links may characterize an indirect measure of 

association by indicating when test performances vary in opposite directions, in order to 

enable the visual representation of networks, and to permit graph theory metric calculations, 

only positive correlation coefficients were maintained [30]. We acknowledge that a negative 

correlation may represent an indirect and orthogonal association between tests, nonetheless, 

we opted to evaluate networks composed only of links representing positive correlations 

since the goal of this study was to assess the synergistic association between tests and also 
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because graph theory methods are validated for positive networks. In summary, the cognitive 

network was comprised of 30 nodes, whereby each node represents one cognitive test, and 

weighted links between the nodes represented the strength of the positive correlation of 

those nodes across all individuals in each group, i.e., patients with TLE or controls.

2.3.1. Visual representation of network structure—Two-dimensional graphs were 

reconstructed in order to define the overall structure of cognition in each group. The data 

were exported to the software Gephi (http://gephi.github.io/) and displayed using a Force 

Atlas algorithm [31] (attraction strength =10, repulsion strength =100, gravity=30). To 

preserve the most important relationships and to improve visualization of the network 

structure, graphs were reconstructed using only links above the 70% percentile of weight in 

each group, i.e., links below the 70% percentile were given weight=0, while the remaining 

links maintained their original weights.

Using Gephi the community structure of each network was calculated, and each node was 

coded in accordance with module participation, whereby nodes with a strong inter-

relationship were arranged within a module and nodes with a relative lower relationship 

were arranged outside the module.

2.3.2. Local network parameters—We assessed node-wise network parameters using 

the Brain Connectivity Toolbox within the software MATLAB [32]. Since each group 

yielded one network, we compared the absolute value of node measurements between 

groups. Specifically, we assessed 1) clustering coefficient; 2) betweenness centrality; and 3) 

efficiency. These measurements provide information regarding how each node interacts and 

influences the remainder of the network. Specifically, clustering coefficient estimates the 

degree of connected nodes, i.e., cognitive tests, around the node of interest, i.e., cognitive 

abilities. Betweeness centrality is a metric that measures the relative importance of a node, 

i.e., cognitive test within the network. It estimates the fraction of the shortest paths that go 

through each node, i.e., cognitive test. Local efficiency is defined as the inverse of the 

shortest path length between linked nodes that are surrounding the node of interest.

3. Results

3.1. Visual representation of network structure

Adjacency matrices represent the correlations between administered cognitive tests. These 

were performed separately for the HC and TLE groups (Figure 1). The order of tests and 

measures in the adjacency matrices is the same order as the neuropsychological tests and 

measures listed in Table 2. To highlight a few findings, while Figure 1 demonstrates 

arguably expected high correlation between different but related measures from a particular 

problem solving test (WCST) (3 and 4 and 8, respectively, from Table 2) in both patients 

with TLE and controls, patients with TLE presented stronger cross-correlation between 

immediate and delayed auditory and visual memory measures (13–16 in Table 2) while 

controls showed higher cross-correlations between tests of verbal comprehension and 

confrontation naming (test 9 and 18). Thus, observed are similarities within both the TLE 

and control groups, disruptions of normal associations seen in controls, as well as epilepsy-

specific anomalous associations.
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The frequency of co-associations of nodes within a module was calculated and the two-

dimensional graphs illustrating the modularity, i.e., the structure of the cognitive network for 

each group, is demonstrated in Figure 2a (controls) and b (TLE patients).

There were notable qualitative differences in network organization between groups. While 

controls demonstrated a relative division between cognitive functions which segregated into 

more numerous and smaller modules consisting of: 1) verbal memory (light blue), 2) 

language, perception, and intelligence (red), 3) speed and fluency (green), and 4) visual 

memory and executive function (dark blue), patients with TLE showed fewer, larger and 

more mixed modules. Specifically, patients with TLE were characterized by three main 

modules representing close relationship between: 1) executive function and verbal and visual 

memory (dark blue), 2) speed and fluency (red), and 3) speed, executive function, 

perception, language, intelligence, and nonverbal memory (green).

Secondary supplemental analyses were undertaken for the subset of TLE patients with ictal 

confirmation of left or right TLE where each group was compared to controls to inquire into 

possibility laterality effects. The adjacency matrices (separately for HC, left TLE and right 

TLE respectively) representing the correlations between tests and measures are provided in 

Figure 3. The order of tests in the adjacency matrices was the same order as the 

neuropsychological tests and measures listed in Table 2. Additional supplemental analyses 

controlled for IQ and education.

It can be appreciated that the groups of left and right TLE continued to exhibit significant 

differences in cognitive correlations, as was true of the total TLE group, compared to 

controls. Overall, patients with left and right TLE showed higher cross-correlation between 

distinct cognitive tests and domains as was true of the combined group of TLE patients. 

Specifically, the overall pattern of less differentiation of cognitive modules in TLE compared 

to controls was true for both the left and right TLE groups as was the case for the overall 

group of TLE patients.

3.2. Local network metrics

Overall, patients and controls demonstrated different network metrics as demonstrated in 

Figure 4a–c with overall increased node-wise clustering coefficient and efficiency in patients 

with TLE. Betweenness centrality showed a peak in patients with TLE in psychomotor 

speed and in Stroop Interference, as opposed to confrontation naming in HC, assuming 

suboptimal interconnections of the speed domain in patients with TLE and of executive 

function in HC. Increased clustering coefficient and efficiency in patients with TLE points 

towards a more segregated cognitive network. Also, the results suggest a higher influence of 

specific nodes, i.e., cognitive tests/measures, over the network, as demonstrated by higher 

efficiency and clustering coefficient in patients with TLE.

High clustering coefficients indicate nodes that are part of a “clique” of densely inter-

connected neighbors. Efficiency is a measure based on shortest paths between each node’s 

neighbors, i.e., cognitive test, which show how efficient the communication is between 

immediate neighbors of a node. In our study, tests of nonverbal recall demonstrated the 

highest clustering coefficient and efficiency in patients with TLE, which means that 
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nonverbal tests are part of a clique of densely inter-connected nodes (i.e., cognitive tests) and 

have the most efficient communication with neighboring nodes. Betweeness centrality 

measures the importance of a node in the communication of a network. Our findings showed 

that in patients with TLE psychomotor speed and response inhibition measures play an 

important role in the communication between other nodes, i.e., cognitive tests/measures, and 

can be considered a hub of this network. In turn, in healthy controls confrontation naming 

has an important role in communicating with other nodes.

The findings in subgroups with unilateral TLE confirmed the results of higher clustering 

coefficient and efficiency in the combined TLE group versus HC. Betweeness centrality 

measures showed that in patients with left TLE speed, fluency and auditory recognition play 

an important role in the communication between other nodes, i.e., cognitive tests. In patients 

with right TLE the highest betweeness centrality was found across tests of verbal recall and 

response inhibition. Differences in cognitive architecture as defined by network science 

persist when multiple potential variables were examined either in the overall TLE versus 

control comparisons or similar analyses within the lateralized left TLE and right TLE versus 

controls (please see supplementary Figures 1–4), which shows that the reported findings are 

not an artifact of either IQ or education with differences persisting within both the left and 

right TLE groups.

4. Discussion

Cognitive function can be adversely affected in chronic TLE [2, 33]. Patterns of abnormal 

cognition have been characterized by analysis of individual test scores or combinations of 

test scores, examined both cross-sectionally and prospectively. Furthermore, specific 

cognitive abilities have been examined not only with paper-and-pencil tests, but with diverse 

imaging techniques. For example, impaired working memory performance in epilepsy has 

been reported in conventional neuropsychological studies [34] as well as in effective 

connectivity [35] and functional imaging studies [36, 37].

As noted, when patients with TLE are compared to HC across traditional measures of 

intelligence, language, perception, memory, executive function, and/or psychomotor speed, 

the resultant patterns typically indicate poorer performance to varying degrees in the TLE 

group [33], with the network analyses providing new and arguably more informative 

findings regarding disruptions in the cognitive networks of patients with TLE.

In our study, TLE versus HC performance differences were significant for all 

neuropsychological tests but WSCAT1 (problem solving; p=.624). Profiles such as these 

help to define and characterize the presence, degree and severity of cognitive morbidity 

associated with an epilepsy syndrome, such as TLE. Several unanswered question remain 

however, such as how diverse cognitive abilities and domains correlate and interact with one 

another to maintain cognition in epilepsy patients compared to controls; if the 

interrelationships are different, and if so, in what ways. Also unclear, and of considerable 

interest for future studies, is how these cognitive interrelationships and networks may 

change over time with aging, or in association with other clinical features of the disorder 

(e.g., increasing duration of epilepsy, seizure frequency/severaity, medication changes) — 
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identical issues that have been raised in association with standard analyses of 

neuropsychological data.

Using graph theory as a novel approach we assessed the relationships that exist between 

diverse neuropsychological measures in the entire cognitive network organization, and 

identified important distinctions between participants with TLE and HC. Compared to 

controls, adults with TLE demonstrated a cognitive network landscape whereby segregation 

between multiple cognitive domains was less clear and poorly structured. Global network 

measures supported these findings by revealing a network in patients with TLE that was 

organized into a less well segregated architecture with higher clustering coefficient and 

average efficiency. Although specific cognitive domains were in the same module, the 

cognitive domains of memory and executive function were more separated in TLE than in 

HC. This finding is in line with studies reporting memory, cognitive/psychomotor speed and 

executive function to be more vulnerable to adverse changes than others [38].

The current approach provides evidence that both the interdependency of memory and 

executive function as well as their inter-relationship with multiple different modules may 

serve as a possible pathway of reorganization for cognitive deficits that are well-known in 

TLE. These patterns of reorganization might be related to functional compensation [39, 40] 

suggesting a higher degree of interdependency across multiple cognitive domains in patients 

with TLE. One explanation is this represents a compensatory mechanism to overcome 

functional impairments as networks reorganize in an attempt to maintain neurocognitive 

functioning.

Several lines of imaging evidence support the presence of cognitive reorganization and 

compensation in epilepsy. Milian and colleagues reported that by using the right 

hippocampus and left extratemporal mesial temporal lobe regions, patients with left mesial 

TLE showed a preoperative reorganization of verbal memory [41]. Benjamin et al. 

demonstrated that patients with mesial TLE used medial temporal lobe structures 

contralateral to the seizure focus differentially and extra-medial temporal lobe regions to a 

greater degree [42]. Functional reorganization of verbal memory processing in patients with 

left medial TLE has been found due to a failure of the left mesial temporal lobe system [43] 

and partial reorganization of the language network in pediatric epilepsy patients [44]. 

Although these studies demonstrated that cognitive reorganization is possible in patients 

with epilepsy, the results should be considered cautiously. While there is a broad consensus 

regarding which brain regions are involved with distinct cognitive tests, it may be possible 

that individuals with the same test scores (or even test scores that yield similar correlation/

association patterns among the measures) may still be implementing the tasks with very 

different networks.

It is also possible that the interrelationship between different cognitive domains could be 

taken advantage of in cognitive retraining or rehabilitation attempts as has been 

demonstrated in training studies. For instance, working memory capacity could be expanded 

through training [45] which might subsequently contribute to improvements in a variety of 

linked cognitive skills [46]. Fluid intelligence and cognitive control have been found to 

improve through a combination of multiple working memory training procedures. In 
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addition to evidence that training in a specific cognitive domain can improve cognitive skills 

in multiple other domains, epilepsy can activate processes of reorganization with some 

effectiveness.

5. Limitations and Future Directions

Neuropsychological tests, no matter how well analyzed, represent statically obtained 

measures of cognition, and cannot capture the dynamic interrelationships that occur in day-

to-day life which vary as a function of external demands, internal goals, and the degree of 

relevance of a specific cognitive ability to the behavior under question [13, 14, 47]. That 

said, understanding the nature and pattern of relationships that exist between diverse 

neuropsychological measures, and how these may differ in epilepsy compared to controls, 

provides a novel insight into their static relationship which infers different patterns in daily 

life, which no one has successfully demonstrated yet.

TLE is a heterogeneous condition and going forward it will prove useful to examine patients 

by a number of potentially relevant factors, for example, the underlying neuropathological 

substrate (MTLE, MRI negative TLE, lesional syndromes of TLE) [33, 48]. It may be that 

patients with underlying mesial temporal sclerosis may present with networks that differ 

from, for example, so called MRI negative epilepsy. How common comorbidities, such as 

depression or anxiety, may or may not affect cognitive networks would be of interest as it 

would be in functional imaging studies. The impact of these and a myriad of other 

considerations related to the cause, course and consequences of TLE must be kept in mind.

Most importantly, the current approach introduces a new avenue to characterize and 

understand the impact of TLE on cognition, as assessed by traditional neuropsychological 

measures, by characterizing the cognitive network organization in its entirety using graph 

theory. Examining cognitive network differences in patients with TLE suggests that 

underlying networks of cognitive domains, rather than isolated domains, play a crucial role 

in patients with TLE. More specifically, this study provides both a method to study rich and 

complex cognitive data as well as a new perspective on those mechanisms by which epilepsy 

disrupts neuropsychological functioning. Importantly, how diverse clinical seizure features 

(e.g., laterality of TLE, seizure severity, specific AED dose and/or therapy across 
subjects, lifetime number of generalized tonic-clonic seizures) impact cognitive network 

organization remains a clinically important issue.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• Cognitive domains can be impaired in TLE.

• The interaction between domains compared to controls is unclear.

• Graph theory has been assessed to evaluate the architecture of cognitive 

networks.

• Cognitive network organization in TLE is less well segregated and 

structured.
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Figure 1. 
Adjacency matrices demonstrating the cross-correlations between scores in 

neuropsychological tests for controls and patients. Neuropsychological tests are numbered in 

accordance with Table 2.
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Figure 2. 
a+b This two-dimensional graph representation illustrates the cognitive networks 

representing the spatial relationship between cognitive tests (Figure 2 a= controls; Figure 

2b= patients). The spatial distribution of nodes was calculated using a force-atlas graph 

algorithm. Nodes demonstrating stronger connections are located closer in space, whilst 

nodes with fewer connections tend to drift away. Nodes with a similar color belong to the 

same module, whereas each module is composed of nodes with the highest association (i.e., 

connectivity strength) between in-module nodes, and the lowest association with nodes 

outside the module.
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Figure 3. 
Adjacency matrices demonstrating the cross-correlations between scores in 

neuropsychological tests for controls and patients with left and right TLE controlling for age 

and education. Neuropsychological tests are numbered in accordance with Table 2.
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Figure 4. 
Distribution plots demonstrating global network measures. Overall node-wise clustering 

coefficient and efficiency were increased in patients with TLE. Betweeness centrality 

showed a peak in patients with TLE in psychomotor speed and in stroop interference, as 

opposed to confrontation naming in HC.
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Table 1

Group characteristics.

Characteristics of controls and temporal lobe epilepsy participants.

Variable Healthy Controls (n=82) Patients (n=100)

Age in Years (M, SD) 33.6 (12.5) 37.1 (11.6)

Sex (F/M) 49/33 33/67

Years of Education (M, SD) 14.0 (2.4) 12.9 (2.3)

FSIQ (M, SD) 106.4 (14.4) 92.7 (16.0)

Age in Years at Seizure Onset (M, SD) 14.7 (10.6)

Epilepsy Duration in Months (M, SD) 266.2 (144.3)

Seizure Localization

Right Temporal: 25 (43.1%)
Left Temporal: 21 (36.2%)
Bilateral L = R: 6 (10.3%)
Bilateral L > R: 3 (5.2%)
Bilateral R > L: 1 (1.7%)
Indeterminate: 2 (3.4%)
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Table 2

Neuropsychological test battery

Neuropsychological test battery employed in this study. The ordering of tests demonstrated here is the same as 

from the adjacency matrix in Figure 1.

ID Label Domain tested

1 PGDOM1 Speeded dexterity—dominant hand

2 PGNDOM1 Speeded dexterity —nondominant hand

3 WCSPR1 Problem solving perseverative errors

4 WCSTERR1 Problem solving errors (WCST)

5 TRLA1 Psychomotor speed (TMT-A)

6 TRLB1 Speeded mental flexibility (TMT-B)

7 STROOC1 Stroop Test color naming

8 WSCAT1 Problem solving categories (WCST)

9 VC Verbal comprehension (WAIS-III)

10 PO Perceptual organization (WAIS-III)

11 PS Processing speed (WAIS-III)

12 WM Working memory (WAIS-III)

13 AUD_I Auditory memory-immediate (WMS-III)

14 AUD_D Auditory memory-delayed (WMS-III)

15 VM_I Visual memory-immediate (WMS-III)

16 VM_D Visual memory-delayed (WMS-III)

17 AUDCRAW1 Auditory recognition

18 BNTSPON1 Confrontation naming (BNT)

19 FACREC1 Face perception

20 FLUANIM1 Fluency animals

21 FLUCFL1 Fluency letters

22 FLULIVE1 Fluency living

23 FLUNLIV1 Fluency nonliving

24 VCLTR1 Verbal recall (SRT)

25 VSUM1 Verbal learning (SRT)

26 JOLOBENT1 Line orientation

27 NVCLTR1 Nonverbal recall (SRT)

28 NVSUM1 Nonverbal learning (SRT)

29 READRAW1 Word reading (WRAT-III)

30 STROOCW1 Stroop Interference
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